General information ETI HV fuse-links named VV THERMO are designed to protect devices in switch-gears and other equipment (distribution transformers, capacitors, motors) from thermal and dynamic effects of shortcircuits and overcurrents. Time-current characteristics correspond to standard IEC 60282-1, item 3.3.3. Back-up fuse. They are suitable for installation in:
• indoor and outdoor switchgear • gas (SF6)-insulated enclosures • special service conditions (different from normal conditions, described in item 2.1. of standard IEC 60282-1)
The most significant features of ETI high voltage fuses:
• Low temperature rise because of low power dissipation Certificates, Test reports • CESI (Milan, Italy) certificate for 12kV, 17.5kV and 24kV • KERI (Chang Wong, S.Korea) certificate for 7.2kV and 24kV • ICMET (Craiova, Romania) test report for 36kV • Test reports for 25kV, 38.5kV, 40.5kV and 42kV versions Construction: ETI high voltage fuses are designed to assure stable and reliable characteristics. The glazed porcelain tube (made in ETI own ceramic factory) is extremely high mechanical and thermal resistant. Galvanically protected contact caps made of electrolytic copper are nickel -or upon customer request silver plated. Caps are rolled by pressing into the groove of the tube. The tightness of this connection is assured by a special seal resistant to ageing and high temperatures. The design and method of production of the melting elements ensures precisely tolerances and stable time/current characteristics. Fuse elements are wounded on a ceramic carrier and electrically welded on a special copper strips. The inside of the tube is filled with quartz sand with an exactly determined granulation and chemical structure. The sand guarantees good and reliable extinguishing of the electric arc. An important element in the fuse-link construction is also the striker system. Part of that system is temperature sensitive element, which reacts in cases of temperature increasing of the fuse-link due to various reasons. The reaction temperature is set to approximately 250°C on fuse tube surface. The system reacts in such a way that short time overloads do not cause the fuse to interrupt the circuit unnecessarily. Only when inadmissible values of surrounding temperatures are exceeded, the fuse open the switch via the striker pin. Because of these characteristics, ETI "thermal" striker pin is convenient for the protection of the fuse enclosure of SF6 switchgears which requires additional protection features against inadmissible temperatures of certain switchgear parts.
Striker pin Type description, rated voltage 7,2 kV example: • VVC; 50N striker force (C mark).
• VVT-D; Temperature limiter (VVT), 80N striker force (D mark).
• VVT-E; Temperature limiter (VVT),120N striker force (E mark).
Technical data on page 
